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What is Selfish Outcome (1)?
Traditionally: Nash equilibrium

– Current strategy “best response” for all players 
(no incentive to deviate)

Theorem [Nash 1952]:
– Always exists if we allow randomized strategies

Price of Anarchy:

Price of Stability: worst → best

cost of worst (pure) Nash
“socially optimum” cost



Example: Atomic Game (pure Nash)

n jobs and n machines with identical 
ℓe(x) functions monotone increasing

Pure Nash: each job selects a 
different machine, load = ℓ(1):

Optimal…

Load balancing:

jobs

machines ℓ(x)



Example: Atomic Game (mixed Nash)
n jobs and n machines with identical
ℓe(x) functions monotone increasing

Mixed Nash: e.g. each job selects 
uniformly random:

With high prob. 
max load ∼ log n/loglog n

⇒ expected load is approx

> ~ ℓ(1) + ℓ(log n)/n

a lot more when ℓ(x) grows fast

Load balancing:
jobs

machines ℓ(x)



Example: Cost-sharing (mixed vs pure)
n jobs and n machines with 

identical costs ce/x functions

Pure Nash: select one machine to 
use. Total cost  c

Mixed Nash: e.g. each job selects 
uniformly random:

With high prob. 
expected cost ∼ Ω(n c)

Ω(n) times more than pure Nash

Cost-sharing:
jobs

machines c/x



Today: Coordination
Question: quality of learning outcomes

– So far: Price of Anarchy: bounding quality 
degradation of Nash equilibria 

But how do users coordinate?
• In games with good Price of Anarchy: do 

players find this good solution? 
• What is quality of what users are likely to 

coordinate on



Selfish Outcome (2)?
• Does natural behavior lead no Nash?
• Which Nash?
• Finding Nash is hard in many games…
• What is natural behavior?

– Best response? 
– learning?



Learning?
Iterated play where users update play based on 

experience

Traditional Setting: stock market
m experts   N options

Goal: can we do as well as the best 
expert?

Regret =  long term average cost –
average cost of single best strategy with 
hindsight. 



Learning and Games
Goal: can we do as well as the best 
expert?

- As the single stock in hindsight?

Focus on a single player: 
experts = strategies to play
Learn to play the best 

strategy with hindsight?
Best depends on others



A Natural Learning Process
Iterated play where users update 

probability distributions based on 
experience

Example: Multiplicative update (Hedge)
strategies 1,…,n 

Maintain weights we ≥ 0 
probability pe ∼ we all e

Update we to  we (1- ε)cost(e) 

Theorem [Freund- Schapire] Regret → 0 as ε → 0
think of ε ∼ learning rate

Proof idea: consider Wt = Σe wet 
dominated by min cost, and ~ expected cost



Learning and Games
Regret =  long term average cost –

average cost of single best strategy 
with hindsight. 

Nash = all players have no regret

Hart & Mas-Colell: general games → Long term 
average play is (coarse) correlated equilibrium

Correlated?  Correlate on history of play



(Coarse) correlated equilibrium
Coarse correlated equilibrium: probability 

distribution of outcomes such that for all 
players

expected cost ≤ exp. cost of any fixed strategy  

Correlated eq. & players independent = Nash

Learning:
Players update independently, but correlate on 

shared history



Nash for 2-ball & 2-bin
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A correlated eq. 1/3–1/3-1/3
The set of correlated equilibria



Example Correlated Equilibrium: 
Load Balancing

n jobs and n machines with 
identical ℓe(x) functions
– Select a k jobs and 1 machine at 

random and send all k jobs to the 
one machine.

– Send all remaining jobs to 
different machines

Load balancing:

jobs

machines

ℓe(x)
Correlated equilibrium if two costs same
• Correlated play cost:  ∼ ℓe(1)+ k/n ℓe(k) 
• Fixed other strategy cost ∼ ℓe(2)

When ℓe(x) costs balance when k=√n: bad congestion



Quality of learning outcomes?
Blum, Even-Dar, Ligett’06: Price 

of total anarchy: worst quality 
of a learning outcome

Hopes: 
1.  Learning outcomes no so bad
2. learning will not make users 

coordinate on bad equilibria

Price of Anarchy 
(mixed)

Quality of learning
outcome

OPT

Pure Price of Anarchy



Recall Smooth & ⇒ Price of 
Anarchy [Roughgarden]

A cost-game is (λ,μ)-smooth if, for every 
pair s,s* outcomes (λ > 0; μ< 1):

Σi Ci (s*i,s-i) ≤ λ cost(s*) + μ cost(s)

Theorem: (λ,μ)-smooth ⇒
Price of Anarchy ≤ λ/(1-μ) 

for congestion game the best such bound tight



Implicit Smoothness Bounds
Examples: selfish routing, linear cost fns.
• every nonatomic game is (1,1/4)-smooth

– follows directly from analysis in 
[Correa/Schulz/Stier Moses 05]

• every atomic game is (5/3,1/3)-smooth
– follows directly from analysis in 

[Awerbuch/Azar/Epstein 05], 
[Christodoulou/Koutsoupias 05]

– Implies a 5/2 bound on Price of Anarchy
Vetta facility location game: (1, -1) smooth. 

[Vetta 02]
– Implies a 1/2 bound on Price of Anarchy



Smoothness bound
Theorem [Roughgarden’09] 

game (λ,μ)-smooth then 
Price of total anarchy 
bounded by λ/(1-μ). 

Recall: for congestion 
games λ/(1-μ) is tight for 
the best (λ,μ) for pure 
equilibrium. 

Price of Anarchy 
(mixed)

Quality of learning
outcome

OPT

Pure Price of Anarchy

λ/(1-μ) OPT



Smooth ⇒ Price of total Anarchy
Proof [Roughgarden]
Σi Ci (s*i,s-i) ≤ λ cost(s*) + μ cost(s) [smooth] 
s1, …, st, … = no regret sequence,    s* = opt

Σt cost(st)  = Σt Σi Ci (st
i,st

-i) 
≤ Σi (Σt Ci (s*i,st

-i)) [st is no regret] 

≤ Σt (λ cost(s*) + μ cost(st))   [smooth st, s*]

Then: Σt cost(st)/T ≤ λ/(1-μ) cost(s*) 



What are learning outcomes?
Roughgarden’09] congestion game 

(λ,μ)-smooth then Price of total 
anarchy = pure PoA. 

Yet in load balancing games…

Blum, Even-Dar, Ligett’06: In 
non-atomic congestion games 
learning converge to Nash.

Hope 2: learning will not make 
users select good solutions

Price of Anarchy 
(mixed)

Quality of learning
outcome

OPT

Pure Price of Anarchy

λ/(1-μ) OPT



What is Selfish outcome

Answer: depends on which learning…
Theorem: ∀ correlated equilibrium is the 

limit point of no-regret play

Intelligent designer algorithm is no regret:
• Follow the designed sequence as long as all 

other players do.

Hope: natural learning process (Hedge) 
coordinates on  good quality solutions



Outcome of “Natural Learning”
Next: Selfish outcome as result of 

“natural learning behavior”  
Natural learning: multiplicative update

we (1- ε)cost(e) 

OK to use different: ε ∼ learning rate

Theorem: R. Kleinberg-Piliouras-Tardos 
multiplicative update converges to pure 
Nash in almost all congestion games



Theorem  (R. Kleinberg-Piliouras-Tardos):
• In congestion games the multiplicative update 

learning process with ε ∼ 0 converges to weakly 
stable Nash equilibria in time polynomial in  #
players, # strategies, and costs

• If congestion costs are selected at random 
weakly stable ⇒ pure Nash with probability 1 

randomly selected = random congestion cost, random 
linear congestion cost, etc

Our Result



Proof Outline
• Approximate Hedge update with small ε by an  

ODE (differential equation)

• Show that ODE converges to weakly stable 
Nash equilibria.

• The weakly stable Nash equilibria coincide 
with the pure Nash equilibria for almost all 
games.

• Discrete process closely follows ODE



Limit of Hedge
update we = we (1- ε) cost(e) 

Freund and Shapire: regret → 0 as ε → 0

In limit: Player probabilities follow ODE

pi
e = pi

e (E(cost)-cost(e))

Also known as evolutionary dynamic 
pi

e = fraction of population of player i playing e

More generally: AMS dynamic (Ritzberger-Weibull)

pi
e = pi

eωi(p) (E(cost)-cost(e))

ωi(p) ~ ε learning rate of user i:

•

•



Theorem Learning process with ε ∼ 0 converges
to weakly stable fixed points of ODE

Why converges? Congestion games have a potential 
function Φ Selfish moves improve a potential function 
[Rosenthal’73]

– Potential decreases when not at fixed point
pe = pe (E(cost)-cost(e)) ⇒ Exp(Ф) ≤ 0

– and the discrete process follows the ODE close 
enough

Convergence of ODE

•
•



What are weakly stable points
Weakly stable for ODE= neighborhood no 

direction has pull away from fixed point.



Stable points in 2-ball 2-bin

U L

A B

pA

pA
qB=1-pB

pB

ℓe(x) = x

Mixed Nash

Pure Nash

Non-Nash

pB



What are weakly stable points
Weakly stable for ODE= neighborhood no 

direction has pull away from fixed point.

Lemma Weakly stable fixed points are 
Nash equilibria

Why? 
fixed point: pe > 0 ⇒ Exp(cost)=cost(e)
If Exp(cost) > cost(e)  (for some pe = 0)

⇒ not stable



Example: 2-balls 2-bins 
Weakly stable for ODE= neighborhood no 

direction has pull away from fixed point.

Fact: Mixed Nash in 2-balls 2-bins game 
not stable



Learning as a symmetry 
breaking

Simple case
2 balls & 2 bins

A

B

1

2

Players choose different bins ⇒

• they “learn” that chosen bin better
other bin would have bigger congestion

• reinforcing the decision



Weakly Stable Nash?
Weakly stable in games: each player  remains 

indifferent between the strategies when one 
other player chooses a fixed strategy 

Example: balls & bins 
Weakly stable⇒ at most one 
random player in each bin

Random Nash stable: 
1 ball and 2 bins

L Rℓe(x) = x

Not stable



Jacobian and proof idea
Theorem weakly stable & congestion game 

⇒ all eigenvalues of J+ are 0

Proof sketch: 
At Nash all diagonal entries =0: ⇒ tr(J+)=0 

& stable ⇒ no eigenvalue with positive real part

⇒ all eigenvalues pure imaginary



Example: matching pennies

pA

pB

Mixed Nash

Non-Nash
-1

1
1

-1
1

-1
-1

1

H

T

H

T

ODE flow lines

Jacobian:

Eigenvalues:
i, -i

0 1
-1 0



What are stable points (2) 

Theorem (R. Kleinberg-Piliouras-Tardos):
Nash equilibrium weakly stable for ODE 
then tr((J+)2) 

J+ =Jacobian on positive variables 

• J+ has all 0 eigenvalues, and 
• weakly stable as a game



Weakly Stable⇒ Pure?
Theorem weakly stable ODE & 

congestion game ⇒ weakly stable Nash

Theorem In randomly selected game  weakly 
stable ⇒ pure Nash with probability 1 

randomly selected = random congestion cost, 
random linear congestion cost, etc



Not all stable points are pure
Example : ∃ stable fully mixed

3 players (red, green, blue), two 
strategies each

congestion cost on nodes: 
c(x)= ⎣x/3⎦, i.e., 
1 if all 3 share, else 0

Probability ½-½ each player is stable Nash 



Weakly Stable ⇒ Pure?
Special case: load balancing

Weakly stable ⇒ at most one 
random player in each bin.

Not pure ⇒
ℓU(1) = ℓL(1) 

prob(∃ two costs the same)=0

U L

B

ℓe(x) = x

A C



Stable points are pure Nash 
almost always

Proof idea: Satisfies an equation:
– Nash 
– weakly stable 
– p is probability
all viewed as polynomials in (p,c)

Has a nontrivial consequence when projected 
onto the c values (algebraic geometry)
⇒congestion costs satisfy a polynomial equation

which happens only with probability 0



Summary
We talked about (Congestion) Games 
• Learning outcome no worse than smoothness bound
• Learning (via Hedge algorithm) results in a weakly 

stable fixed point
• Almost always  ⇒ weakly stable = pure Nash

Many natural questions:
• Other learning methods? 
• Outcome of natural learning in other games? 
Note: finding Nash can be hard
• what does learning converge to? 
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